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US President Joe Biden may take action on a topic near and dear to gadget fans’ hearts: the freedom to fix their own
devices. He’s expected to ask the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) to revise the ...
US may revise Right to Repair laws for phones and consoles – but by how much?
If you have a vast Lego collection of bricks in a bucket, you could probably do with some inspiration and help sorting out the
pile. Here's how to use your iPhone to assist in constructive play.
How to figure out what to build from a pile of Lego, using your iPhone
The AirPower might not be dead after all, at least that’s what the new iPhone XS and iPhone XS Max suggest. Apple has
bundled the two with a ‘Getting Started’ ...
iPhone XS Max manual hints at AirPower launch
The Apple Watch is a terrific smartwatch, but it's not without its issues. We list some common Apple Watch problems and
how to fix them.
The most common Apple Watch problems and how to fix them
Phone: A document made by the San Diego Police Department shows how agents manage to break into iPhones with a tool
called GrayKey. With the feature, it ...
Document Shows How US Police Manage To Break Into iPhones
The iPhone 12 isn't Apple's top phone, but it can still take incredible photos. Here's how. The iPhone 12 is one of the bestrated phones of all time on CNET thanks to its solid all-round performance ...
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iPhone 12 photography tips: How to take your best ever images on your phone
Wristcam has been on my radar for a few months now, promising the ability to turn the Apple Watch into a capable camera.
For $299, Wristcam’s in-strap component packs both world-facing (8-megapixel) ...
I just tried the first Apple Watch camera — here’s what happened
A new feature spotted in iOS 15 will automatically detect if an iCloud backup was made on a beta version of iOS 15 before
updating your iPhone accordingly during setup.
iOS 15 brings users a handy new beta feature for iCloud backups
You don't need to be a wealthy Instagram star with the best dSLRs to take incredible photos. Today's top phones like the
iPhone 12 Pro Max, Galaxy S21 Ultra or other great Android phones have ...
How to take amazing photos with your iPhone or Android phone: CNET's top tips
The Apple Watch is already great at saving lives, helping us keep fit, and even telling the time! But this watch band means
it can tighten screens and more, too.
Turn an Apple Watch into a toolkit with this strangely awesome watch band
If you're ready to watch some patriotic fireworks this Fourth of July, savor the moment with these techniques for taking
great photos.
How to take the best photos of fireworks with your smartphone
A protective case and band combo is a smart option for anyone who wears their Apple Watch while doing any sort of
manual labor, high-intensity exercise ... which has long made quality protective cases ...
The best Apple Watch bands for 2021
World of Politics with Mica and Pyrite are two words that have been lifted from a technical manual or a science textbook to
become part of common speech in Ireland in recent years. The presence of ...
Homeowners living in fear of walls coming tumbling down
Microsoft appears to be taking privacy for granted in Windows 11, and that could become a big problem for the OS's
messaging moving forward.
One thing Microsoft didn't discuss: Windows 11 privacy
Welcome to The Download, The Australian’s technology blog for the latest tech news. Microsoft CEO Satya Nadella’s
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address on Friday is seen as a swipe at Apple over App Store policies. Starting this ...
Apple, Microsoft reignite tech war
Good morning and welcome to our daily digest of automotive news from around the globe, starting with… The Save The
Manual’s movement scored a big win yesterday, as it was announced that the GT3 and ...
Manual GT3s Legal In Cali, Honda Plans Leak, New Transformers Movie, And Aston Sues Dealer: Your Morning Brief
Unsure about whether the Apple Watch Series 6 is the best smartwatch for you? Read our apple watch review and we'll
answer that question!
Apple Watch Series 6 review: Still the best smartwatch for iPhone users
The Apple Watch 7 is expected to arrive this fall with upgrades that elevate it from the current Apple Watch 6 flagship. So
how exactly will the Apple Watch 7 vs. Apple Watch 6 comparison play out?
Apple Watch 7 vs. Apple Watch 6: What will be different?
Prime Day is over but there are still fantastic deals at Walmart on AirPods Pro, Chromebooks, Apple Watches, and much
more.
Prime Day may be over, but these 12 fantastic Walmart deals live on
While most phones are big rectangular slabs of glass and metal, one area that differentiates smartphones today is their
camera technology. Here are our top picks on phones that are optimized for ...
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